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game theory, decision theory, and so on. Contributions to
mathematics that have special relevance to management
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Topics covered include:
• Architectures/infrastructures,
agent/intelligent/knowledge-based systems
• [Bio]medical informatics, social informatics
• Collaborative work systems/management,
human factors
• Data mining, knowledge discovery, data
warehouse, OLAP, ontologies
• Database architectures/applications,
decision support systems
• Enterprise/executive information systems,
ethics in IS
• Functional information systems, impacts of
information systems
• IT globalisation, interorganisational systems,
e-commerce, virtual business
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• ICTs, media, communications,
emerging information technologies
• IS education, outsourcing, performance,
planning, quality, security, theories, models
• Knowledge management, organisational
learning, knowledge networks
• Management information systems,
management of information resources
• Metrics/benchmarking, capabilities
evaluation, research methods
• Software process/project management,
workflow management
• Strategic IS, IT valuation, information
economics, competitive advantage
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